How to Use Nature’s Frequencies Electromagnetic Frequency (EMF) Protection
U.S. Patent Pending Frequency & Scalar Technology

Cell Phone/Appliance Patch:
This harmonizes the detrimental electromagnetic frequencies emanating from your wireless device. It can be used on cell phones, wireless routers, computers, tablets or home appliances. The harmonizing frequency technology will continue to work unless the sticker splits, cracks or begins to fully peel away from the device.

The three things we suggest applying the EMF protection patch to, is your smart phone, main computer (especially if it’s a laptop) and wireless router in the home. $15.00 per chip/sticker

- Cell Phone: Place on the back of the cell phone, preferably directly on the cell phone, not on the cell phone case.
- Computer: Place anywhere on the computer, as long as it’s not interfering with the screen or plugs. If placing on a desktop computer, place the sticker on the computer, not the monitor. If the computer and monitor are one unit, place anywhere.

EMF Keychain:
This keychain works similarly to the cell phone/appliance patches yet covers a larger distance. The keychain will protect you within and up to a distance of 8 square feet. If you have it around/near you, you will not need to have the appliance stickers on everything within the home. Our suggestion is to carry the keychain with you or put it on something that’s always near you. A great place to always have it is on your key ring or in your purse. You could also just keep it in your pocket. If you’re using it within your home, put it near your bed (possibly on your nightstand) at night. $50.00

EMF Home Protection:
This home unit is the most powerful EMF protection you can get. Simply plug it into a socket centrally located within your home. The home protection unit covers an area of 3,000 square feet. This has the same technology of the keychain and cell phone patches, along with protection for higher-powered electromagnetic radiation emanating from high tension power lines and cell phone towers.

Place in a centrally located area or closest to any WIFI/power adaptors/computer room if you’re in there often. If you have trouble sleeping due to EMF pollution, plug the unit in your bedroom. $175.00

LifeSpring Grounding Card:
This is a unique product. The size and width of a credit card, the frequencies imprinted into the card act as protection against EMFs (same protection as the keychain) and contain the frequencies to detox food (same frequencies as the food freshness card). The unique component of this card is that it also contains Earth’s frequencies (the Schumann frequencies). This allows our bodies to connect with Earth in order to initiate healing and repair (i.e. “grounding”). $150.00
**Food Freshness and Detox Card:**

The food detox card does not detox the food in that it takes the toxicity out. Rather, it uses an opposite frequency (equal but opposite) to harmonize the detrimental toxicity, pesticide, herbicide, radiation, etc. The food card will cover an area of 6 square feet. The gold side of the card is the active part; face this towards whatever it is you want to detox. It takes approximately 30 seconds to 3 minutes to fully harmonize and detox a product. Once a product or food is harmonized, it will stay that way. You will not have to continually detox a food or product. It will also keep your refrigerated food fresh for a longer period of time. $50.00

- **Food:** Put in your fridge, freezer and pantry. Don’t forget to take it out to dinner with you and use it with your baby products if you have kids!

- **Clothes and Bedding:** Simply put the card on your clothes or bedding, especially when they’re new and/or dry-cleaned. Bring it with you when you travel and use in the hotel.

- **Toiletries, Make-up and Skin Care Products and Cleaning Products:** Simply move the card throughout the house in order to harmonize anything you put in your body, on your skin or simply inhale. Underneath the bathroom sink and/or near your household cleaning supplies are great places.